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I. INTRODUCTION

In thi:; work ve analyze a class of models of classical and quantum

field theory for a multiplet ( f ,,-.., f,.), N = 1,?,..., of
3 1

real scalar
3 1

M '
3 1

fields in the Minkovski ^pace-time M ' , defined by the total action integral

ANALYSIS OF GREEK'S FUNCTIONS AND STABILITY PROBLEM IN MODELS

OF QUANTUM FIELD THEORY WITH SOLITONS t

The symmetry group of considered models is G = I s SO(N), where TT is the

Poincare* group and SO(ll) is the internal symmetry group.

We assume in these models the existence of particle-like (or soliton)

solution $- of classical non-linear field equations
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ABSTRACT

A class of models of quantum field theory for a multiplet $ = (1* , . . . ,P )

of real scalar fields, possessing a particle-like classical solution ij> is

considered, A new formula for generating functional for time-ordered Green's

functions in terms of effective propagators is derived. The problem of

classical and quantum stability is analyzed in detail. It is shown by partly

non-perturbative analysis that in the considered models the excited states of mesons
2

do exist and form the trajectories in the plane mass -spin. These trajectories

are linear or approximately linear like experimental trajectories.
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resulting from (l.l). By a particle-like (or soliton) solution (in its rest

frame) ve mean such an object that [l]: i) it is "localized" around some

0 ) , ii) its energy is finitepoint x Q (usually x"0

E(?J- ttity ifX -/ (1.3)

These conditions reflect our intuitions on properties of^particle-like

otjjeet in i t s rest frame. For mathematically rigorous definition see [2].

Our method of analysis of time-ordered Green's functions T (xis...,x }

is based on an exploitation of^distinguished soliton solution f~- We start

with the standard functional integral representation for generating functional

J[f"] for T -functions

where
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Next we expand (l.h) around *„ and, after shifting , we obtain

(1.5)

where

'

(1.6)

k eff **°

and Id x £ ^ (if) represents the Taylor expansion of S[J] after the

subtraction of terms of the order lower than three.

It turns out that the operator K has a number of normalized eigenvectors

vith zero eigenvalues: this forbids^To construct directly the effective Green's

function

(1.7)

These eigenvectors, usually called zero translation modes (ZTM) are,

as we shall show, of group theoretical origin. Their removal from the domain

A of the path integral (l.U) - which makes the propagator meaningful - leads to

the following formula for generating functional (see Sec.Ill}

(1.8)

where

and

The set

(1.9)

(1.10)

is the collection of all one-parameter subgroups in G which
-+ a 'i -i

generate all mutually independent STM: U , a = 1,2,..., d = dim G and
d

with. U denoting a representation of one-parameter subgroupU = rL U w

element in G . f + J ) is a Jacobian resulting from the change of

variables (See Sec.III). The prime in (1-9) means that all ZTM

-3-

have been thrown away from the domain A of the path integral. After the

removal of the ZTM the operator K can lie inverted. The resulting propagator

G' is now rcrouerly defined because it does not contain the divergent part of
A

G, connected with the ZTM.

Comparing the formulae (1.8) and (l-9) with (1.1)) we see that we have

got a new field theory with the effective interaction Lagrangian density

£^ (if), the new measure dy(J) = l(?) D'J and the new effective propagator

G'(x,y). Since G'(x,y), by virtue of (1.6), already contains non-perturbative
tha

pieces of information of/considered interaction one may expect that it will

better suit ,with a description of experimental results following from the given

-1 utilized so far in themodel than the free propagator { Q + u

conventional perturbation theory.

The propagator G'(x,y) is calculated for a distinguished solution "Po .

The integration In (1.8) over the set G gives the contribution to jffj coming

from all solutions M^+Q which can be obtained from 4 0 by the group action.

It is well known from the Kal len-Lehmann spectral representation for

two-point t (p-«P^-function that singularities in the variable M = p^

describe the location of masses of bound or exicted states in the given

theory [3]. On the other hand we show that for all models in which J_ is

a soliton solution we have in the momentum representation

Thus, in this a WKB-kind approximation the singularities of the mass
(2) 2

of T -function coincide up to 0(41 ) with the corresponding singularities

of the effective propagator GF. Since G'already contains some non-perturbative

pieces of information of considered dynamics one might expect that the location
2 2

of its mass- singularities may correspond to mass of the observed particles.

The analysis of several models carried out in [1*] and here, demonstrates

that whenever there exists a soliton solution it0 of the classical field
equations then the resulting potential in (1.6) is of confining or a

resonance type: this in turn implies that the singularities in mass of

G'(p,,p~) are given in the form of finite or infinite trajectories Mn (j)

depending on the spin j of the excited state and the radial number n .

We analyze in Sec.II a problem0f stability of classical non-linear field

theories for <j>. We consider the stability with respect to the scale-

transformations and the Liapunov stability and we show that for N = 2 all



stationary particle-like solutions are unstable. We stress that such solutions

may he only conditionally stable (with the charge being fixed) and we enumerate

the conditions for conditional stability vith respect to the scale-transformation

and In the Liapunov sense. We consider for illustration the Bosen model [5]

and we derive the domains of both stabilities. In this model one can

explicitly show that the Liapunov stability is more general than that with

respect to scaling.

Sec.Ill is devoted to the systematic derivation of the final formula (1.0)

for the generating functional. The method used there is general and can be

applied to more complicated boson, boson-fermion and fermion models [see ^,6,7],

In fiee.rv we analyze the concept of stability of quantum field theory.

We derive in this section an ft-expansion for one-particle propagators and we

utilize It for analysis of the quantum stability. In the case of the Rosen

model we find explicitly the domain of quantum stability and ve show that

domains of the classical and the quantum stability do coincide.

In Sec.V we study the problem of the quantum stability for N-dimensional

models. In particular we establish for the N-dimensional Rosen model the

domain of the quantum stability. In this model we find explicitly up to

O(fi) the trajectories of meson excited states in the plane mass -spin. These

trajectories form families depending on a radial excitation number n , and are

either strictly or approximately linear like the experimental meson trajectories.

Finally, we consider a model of Tr-meson interaction, find by use of numerical methods

the mass-spectrum of the excited states and compare it with experimental data.

The idea of the exploitation of solutions of non-linear classical field

equations in quantum field theory was pioneered by Dashen, Hasslacher and Neveu [8],

Polyakov [9] and Goldstone and Jackiw [10], These authors were dealing mainly

with models in two-dimensional space-time, since at that time the soliton

solutions were known in two dimensions only. The review of these developments Is

given in the excellent monograph by Rajaraman [ll].

II. STABILITY OF SOLITONS IK CLASSICAL FIELD THEORY

Even though the requirement of stability plays the crucial role in the

analysis of models of classical and quantum field theory one cannot consider

the soliton stability problem to be completely clear.

Various concepts of stability nave been studied. Tirst Derrick fl2l

considered the simplest case of the theory of one real scalar field <f (t,x)

in one-time and n-spatial diirensional Minkowski space-time with the Lagranglan

density

-s-

and the field equation

where

He

(2 .E)

showed that the static solution <f Q(x) of (2.2) may be stable with respect

to the scale transformation ¥Q(*) •* f-^tx) = f Q U x ) in one spatial dimension

only (the Derrick's theorem). To see this notice first that for X = 1

the static solution gives an extremum of the energy functional

(2.3)

where

In other words, the field equation (2,2), which in the static case takes the

form

can be obtained from the variational principle SE[*P ] = 0.

Performing the scale transformation we get

How the requirement that

gives

(2.10

-6-



Finally

(2.5)

where we have used (2.It). Since J. > 0, tfn(>?) may be a minimum of E for

n = 1 only.

The non-existence of stable static real solutions in more than one

spatial dimension was later confirmed by somevHat different methods [e.g. 10].

Notice that even in one spatial dimension static solutions may be unstable

with respect to other passible perturbations. We also stress that the statement

proved above holds for uncharged scalar fields only. Imposing some additional

conditions one may assure a conditional stability of solution. We shall

illustrate this in a simple case of field theory of two real scalar fields

4(t,x) • (fjlf)(t,x) in one-time and three-spatial dimensions. In what follows

it is convenient to use, instead of f. and T „, their complex combinations

( f = f 1 + i«P2 and <J>* =<f1 - if,.

Let the Lagrangian density take the form

(2.6)

Assume that the field equation

( 2 .7 )

(where / } ( * ) = - - j ~ , K B A ) , posseses the family of the stationary
solutions in the form

-tut
(2.8)

with (u being some constant.

The energy and charge functionals:

-7-

(2.9)

for the solutions (2.8) take the forms

(2.10)

(2.11)

(£.12)

Note that the equation satified "by u(x)

can be obtained from the variational principle 6E I = 0 with Qn being

%
fixed. Thus let us impose the condition of the charge conservation and, as

before, study the stability with respect to the A-scaling of the functional

which is the energy functional (2.11) where we have replaced u by Q

by means of (2.12). Nov, transforming the variables x •+ Ix we get

where

and we have again used (2.12). Now the requirement that

0

gives

(2.15)

•V •»•••«*»" f*



and

" ( * ' (2.16)

where (2.] 5) has been used. For u = 0 one gets the previous Derrick result.

But nov
\\=1

is a function of the parameter to and for some values

of cu may be positive. When, for example, u depends on u multiplicatively

2 2 I,
then for u > ID = — — , E l . has a minimum and the stationary solution

3 2 R 0
is conditionally stable with respect to the A-transform&tion. Later we shall

illustrate this Q-stability concept in the Rosen model with an explicit solution.

The scale-perturbation is a particular one. More general perturbations

were also studied [ll , 13-16] with some remarkable results.

In order to have a well-established mathematical framework for analysis

of the stability problem which is manageable we shall utilize the concept of the

Liapunov stability [16]. In this approach one considers the stability with

respect to the perturbations switched on in the initial moment of time oniy i.e.

one investigates the stability of a dynamical system with respect to the

perturbations of initial conditions only.

We shall present the Liapunov stability In a case of a scalar field theory

defined by the formulae (2.6) and (S.7 ). We again assume the existence

of stationary solutions ̂  in, the form (2.8). Let f! denote the set of

functions obtained from V,

gauge transformations

Q by spatial translations, spatial rotations and the

>Q • 'Q = , u - const. All functions which do not

belong to n, describe the perturbed soliton. In order to measure perturbations

one introduces two metrics [16 ]: P0(S°) and p U ) , where £? = $(0,x) - u(x),

£ = i|i(t,x) - u(x) and ij>(t,x) = eltu f (t,x). The metrics p and p are

defined by means of the norms In Lp(R ), | j. | |, and ic the Sobolev space

WT(R ), \\.\\ , by the following formulae
c. S

where £° = Re£°, E° » = Re£, K2 = and £° = . Such a

definition of the metric p excludes from perturbation the zero translation

modes of the type d\.u.

-9-

Definition 2.1

The regular solution <P0 is said to be stable in the Liapunov sense with

regard to the matrices p and p, if for each e > 0 there exists a number

5(e) > 0 such that p Q U ) < & implies p(£) < z for all t > 0.

Then we have

Theorem 2.1 [16]

The regular solutions (2.8) are unstable in the Liapunov sense for any

Interaction Lagrangian density £ {f ).

This theorem shows oiice again'that the stationary solutions (2.8)pay be stable

at most conditionally what has already been shovn in the case of the scale trans-

formation. The additional charge-fixation condition is .-the most natural one and

simple. Thus, let the charge fas' equal to that f or *P , (2.12).

Definition 2.2

The regular solution f is said to be Q-stable in the Liapunov sense

if i t is stable with respect to these initial perturbations £ which conserve

the charge of the soliton.

According to the general theory of stability [l6] a solution is stable

in the Liapunov sense if and only if there exists the (Liapunov's) functional

V[if>] = d3x x TU.V*) which:

i) is a constant of motion,

ii) is continuous with respect to the metric p , and

ill) is positive definite with respect to the metric p.

It is convenient to choose for the Q-stability the Liapunov functional

in the form

V = E - iuQ (2.IT)

where E Is the energy (2.9) and Q is the charge (2.10) of the system,

respectively, and u> plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier. Note that the

solutions (2.8) are the extremal ones of so chosen V. The functional (2.17)

has also been used In some other approaches to the stability problem [13,lU].

2
How requiring that 6 V ? 0 along with 6Q = 0 one obtains the

following theorem which states the sufficient conditions for Q-stability of

the stationary solutions (£.8).

-10-



Theorem 2.2 and the charge as the function of id has the form

The regular nodal solutions (2.8) are always Q-unstable. The regular

non-nodal solutions (2.8) are Q-stable if the following conditions hold:

i) the lowest eigenvalue A(u)) of the operator £ satisfies ~^J- } 0,

ii) the operator L has only one negative eigenvalue,where

and

I

(2.18)

JK-K^lftfl ' (2.19)

The range of u for which Q-stability holds is defined by the condition

Is -A-U2+YX
0 ~(24'

dtn
< 0. (2.SO)

The corresponding field equation

Notice that similar results have been obtained by somewhat different methods

(compare [13,18]).

We shall illustrate these concepts of the classical stability of soliton

in the case of the Rosen model [5] of the theory of the complex scalar field

T(t,x) in one-time and three spatial dimensions, defined by the following

Lagrangian density

(2.21)

(2.22)

possesses the very interesting stationary, particle-like solution in the form

(2.23)

where

and u is a free parameter. The energy of the solution is finite

(2.210

(2.25)

Since u depends on IU multiplicatively, the Rosen soliton is Q-stable

with respect to the scale transformations for |ui| > u)~ = </ •? (compare the

discussion of (2.16)). The Liapunov Q-stability can also be easily studied

in this model. The operators L and L now take the forms

and their spectra can be found immediately

for £ ^-2JL+HL}\ ^2*(n-i) , n - 4 , 2 . 3 , - . .
•a. *

and for L SJ; = Z«i(n-±) , n = 0,J.2,-.-

I t i s easy t o ver i fy t h a t the condi t ions of Theorem 2.2 are s a t i s f i e d .

Taking a lso in to account (2.20) arid (2.25) we find the domain of the q - s t a b i l i t y

in t he Liapunov sense t o be

M > / I (2.36)

Notice that the domain of the Q-stability in the Liapunov sense is

"smaller" than that with respect to the scale-transformation. This indicates

that the Liapunov . method is more general and includes other possible

perturbations which are important for stability.

Finally, let us notice that, in principle, the best physical method of

studying the stability problem would be this one which takes into account

all stochastic perturbations which act on an elementary particle represented

in the lowest order of approximation by a soliton. This would, however, lead

to dynamical equations for fields with random forces which present a rather

complex mathematical problem [19]. Even applying the well-defined Liapunov

method in most cases one may perform the approximate or computer calculations

only.

III. CONSTRUCTIION OF A NEW REPRESENTATION FOR GENERATING FUNCTIONAL

We derive in this section the basic formula (1.8). We could work

either in the Euclidean or in the Feynman path integral formalism. However,

-12-



in order to have a more direct comparison with the conventional perturbation

theory in the Minkovski space-time M ' we shall use the Feynman formulation.

The rigorous analysis of Feynman path integral for a large class of interactions

was carried out in [20]. Let

(3.1)

te the set of non-linear classical field equations resulting from the total

action integral (l.l)

ru.Di
through the variational principle. We assume that there exists a soliton solution

7Q(X) of these equations.

It follows from the analysis of several examples in quantum mechanics

and field theory in two dimensional space-time that the most significant

contribution to the path integral (1.10 is given by those paths which are close

to classical solutions extremiaing the action [11]. Hence one may expect a more

suitable representation for generating functional if one uses as a reference

point a distinguished particle-like solution J of (3.1).

(1.1):

Applying the Taylor expansion around ij> to the total action Integral

(3.2)

we obtain, after shifting <t>—<i= o + $>

of generating functional (l.U)

where

The operator K is given by (1.6) and

following form

(3.3)

(3.

where
(kl

is defined by the formula

(3.5)

notice that in the most important case of polynomial interactions with

the expansion (3-2) is finite and no problem of convergence of the Taylor

expansion arises.

We see from (3-3) that we have obtained a new representation for

generating functional determined by a new formal effective propagator

(3.6)

and the effective interaction Lagrangian density (3-^). However, to have

a well-defined new effective perturbation or -fS-expansion in terras of these

quantities we have to verify whether the propagator (3.6) is properly defined.

Now we will show that it is not.

Suppose that K Is a self-adjoint operator in L,,(M ). Then the

set {ii } of orthonormal eigenf unct ions of K,

,",-

(3.7)

is complete in L^(H ' ). Consequently the Green's function (3.6) admits

the following formal spectral representation?

(3.8)

This formula is well defined if there are no normalized eigenfunctions of K

with the zero-eigenvalue . However, the following inspection of the field

equations (3.1) shows up that in general there are many eigenvectors u for

which qn = 0. To see this notice first that although the whole theory has

G = ITx SO(fj) as the symmetry group, the x-dependent solution $~ has always

only the proper subgroup Gn = TT^x SO(lT)n as its invarianee group, i.e. only

for gQ =( C G we have

Denote by G =

which are not in 0 then G = GXC,

x SO (H) the set of a l l one-parameter subgroups of G

^et X a , a = 1 , ? , . . . , d1 = dim G1,

-13-



denote generators of G , Then the vectors

\(x} ̂ Xafyx) , a^i,!,-",^1, (3.9)

are the non^no finalized eigenvectors of K with q~ = 0. Indeed, if f
satisfies (3.1) then also does this ^ $ - where Us is a representation

of an element of the one-parameter subgroup generated by X and a denotes

this parameter:

Differentiating with respect to a and setting a = 0 we obtain

We see that the ZTM ^ &(
x) a r e °? the group-theoretical origin.

Actually, the ZTM of any other origin have never appeared in any so far considered

models defined by (l.l).

It follows from the form of (3.8) that in order to define G(x,y)

correctly we have to remove from the domain A of functional integral (3.3)

all ZTM (3.9). But in general not all ZTM are mutually independent. However,

in most cases in theory with volume cutoff one can choose a subset of those

ZTM which are mutually orthogonal. After normalization, they form a complete

set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of K with q. = 0, Thus we denote them

by Uo
a> a " 1.2,-. • ,dJ; d1 = dim G . Here G is the collection of all

one-parameter subgroups of G which generate a complete set of orthonormal

ZTM. Moreover the remaining ZTM can be expressed in terms of their linear

combinations. To remove the troublesome ZTM we shall use a generalisation

of the method proposed j.n [f,
21]-

Let

and

We construct the following identity

(3-11)

JuJ) - (3.12)

where a •= (a ,...,a~i); a are the parameters of one-parameter subgroups in
1 ~L d a

G and U - II, U^ with L^ denoting a representation of a one-parameter

subgroup element g(aa) in O . Inserting (3.12) Into (lA) and carrying out

change of va-riables U % •*• % and next % •* fi ' % + 9 we obtain

T 4
^f

where

One readily verifies that all ZTM u are orthogonal in L (M ' ) norm to i ,

i.e.

Using the completeness relation for eigenvectors (3.T) we may write 9 in the

form

a-i
(3.1U)

The prime means that the index n runs over all eigenvectors of K

orthogonal to the ZTM. Using the fact that

D+ -
a~±

and that

we can eliminate all ZTM form the domain a of the functional integral and

we obtain the final formula (1.8)

(3.15)

-15-



where

'&'

and

A f
= a

(3.16)

(3.IT)

Here A1 denotes the domain i without the subspace spanned by the ZTH and

D'l = n'd C n. The operator U a acts on the test function ? only by the

formula

U. (3.IS)

Since the spacetlme and the functional measures are G-invarlant we have

(3.19)

Consequently the formula (3.15) represents the fact that the contribution to

the effective generating functional gives all those classical solutions D 4>

which can he obtained from the chosen particle-like solution $ by all

transformations in G . In that manner, the elimination of ZTM implies the

average over all non-trivial distinct solutions of classical non-linear

equations (3.1), which can be obtained by G-transformations from $ .

The final formula (3.15) for generating functional is not manifestly

G-covariant. However, it is implicitly G-covariant since we have started

from the G-covariant integral representation (l.h) and the elimination on ZTM

has been carried out in the G-invarlant manner.

The formulae (3.15)-(3.17) may serve as a basis for a new perturbation

theory or -fi-expansion in terms of generalized Feynman diagrams where lines

are represented by the effective propagator G'(x,y)

(3-20)

Here the prime means that all normalized ZTM have been excluded from the sum.

Now the singularities of G' may occur only from the continuous part of the

spectrum of the operator K [ 22] . The vertices are represented by monomials

from the effective Lagrangian densityj£^ (n J) and from the Jacobian

I(-fi ' if> + J ). After calculation of the form of the n-point -p -function

obtained from I[fJ+QJ v e average it over the manifold G according to the

formula (3-1S)-

Since the dependence on the Planck constant -h in (3.l6) is explicit

one may obtain •n-expansion for T -functions up to any desired order. This

will provide a WKB-kind of expansion in field theory. We shall use this expansion

in Sees.IV and V for an analysis of quantum stability and determination of
2

the mass - singularities of one-particle propagators.

One should stress that an exchange of one propagator in a Feynman

diagram in the conventional perturbation theory corresponds to the exchange of

a free virtual particle, which is independent of a nature of considered dynamics.

Contrary, In the present approach an exchange of one propagator 5' corresponds to

an exchange of a whole trajectory of particles with positive masses and integer spins

which are directly and non-pertubatively determined by the considered original

interaction. One might expect therefore that in the present approach even low

order perturbation or *I-expansion provides a reasonable approximation to physical

transition probability amplitudes by i -functions. Indeed, in some models the

lowest order tf-expansion gives the exact values of bound states spectrum of

fermions [?3].

TV. STABILITY IN QUAIfTUM FIELD THEORY WITH SOLITOHS

The theory of stability of models of quantum field theory now provides

the most important test of possible candidates for describing interactions

of elementary particles [2l»,E5], Jn the conventional approach the instability

implies that the second-quantized energy operator has a spectrum which is unbounded,

from below [2h]. The analysis of this problem in models in four-dimensional

space-time is extremely complicated [24,26]. jn this work we shall consider a

simpler concept of stability which could be called the one-particle stability.

Definition it.l

-17-

A quantum field theory defined by the interaction Lagrangian density
->. 2 (2)

.t T' + J is stable if mass -singularities of one-particle propagator T (p.

are non-negative.

-18-
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According to the KaUen-Lehmann theorem a spectrum of stable particles

in a given relativistic field theory is determined by tbe discrete singularities

in four-momentum of the spectral measure of r (p^.pj) |3J

We see therefore tha t the energy — s i n g u l a r i t i e s of one -pa r t i c l e propagator

are descriTaed up t o 0(ft) by those of the averaged e f fec t ive propagator 0 ( x , y ) ,

(3 .20) , which in determined by the operator K ( 1 . 6 ) .

Let us wr i te K in the form

"cually s = l. However, there exist some models

i s g rea te r than one [ 2 / ] . ) Consequently for the considered modela
()

in vhich la
(2)v i t h s a l i t ons we find the momentum representa t ion of the r ' - func t ion and we t ry

to determine i t s mass — singular.! t i e s .

In our ca^e T. ' ( x , y ) - f u n e t i o n s , r , s = l , . . . N , a r c cunpouents cf

invariBjnt tenpor JnVrit: intorjial symmetry ind ices ; hence li t i] i:',inj-

Eqs. ( :M5) - (3 .1? ) and (1 .11 ) ve obtain

where

and

Consider first the case of a static solution J(x). In this case the

first three tcvn3 in [k .2) are ty. or ty -independent: Hence, making the

energy Fourier triform for E, 4 0 J ̂  they vanish and we obtain

(I*.5)

I t i s well-known tha t fi^expansion gives an excel lent approximation in

quantum mechanics and many models of quantum f ie ld theory [11 .'- We s h a l l aiao

apply i t in our approach. Using (k.k) and [h.5) we find

t.6)

where

Eiiict; for s t a t i c L-iolutioti ^Q^X^ '^

we may asrune the following form for u (x):

(h.l)

.8)

p o t e n t i a l V i s time-independent

where »'n(
J(-' r a t i f i e s

2 2and a = in - E . We obtain*n n

Using now Eq.{l».6) we have in the re&t frame p = (M,G), M ̂  0, the
(2)following momentum retiresentation for T -functions
rs

(U.io)

where ty (p) is the momentum Fourier transform of i).1 {?). We see that if
o n n

ID̂  < 0 then, according to Definition l*.l, a given quantum field theory is unstable-

It is a striking fact that for all solutions ^(x) the obtained theory is

unstable. Indeed, we observe first that for static solutions

-20-



where E[ij>] is the classical energy functional. Hence if its second variational
>̂

derivative is indefinite, the Hamiltonian H must have a negative eigenvalue
2
nO

It is indeed worth noting that for all static solutions in three-spatlal

Jimensions it is the case. It was shown in Pec.II when we discussed the Derrick':;

theorem. Thus, the ahove analysis demonstrates that the quantization of a a given

field theory around a static solutionieads to an unstable quantum theory. More-

over, as follows from (4.11) and the Derrick's theorem, the classical instability

implies the quantum one. It is indeed a striking fact if one takes into account

that in principle the concepts of the classical and quantum stabilities seem to be

disconnected.

How we shall show that quantization around a stationary complex soliton

fo(t,x) = e~
lilt u(x) with a sufficiently large value of the charge Q may

lead to a stable quantum theory. Since our general formalism is developed in

terms of N-component real scalar fields we shall considerthe case N ~ 2 which is

equivalent to scalar complex field theory (compare Sec.IT).

Let the action integral havethc form (l.l) where now § = (fn»"?,). We
1 ^

assume that the corresponding field equations (3.1) possess a stationary solution

'i in the form

cosut

One may calculate the operators K and H but in this case the potential V is

explicitly time-dependent. To avoid this difficulty we change in the path

integral (3-l6) the field variables if •+• 4' = Wi •> where

cosut, -sindt

sinut, cosut

The operator K also transforms:

/

and since W is an orthogonal matrix the eigenvalues of K and KT are the

same. The operator K has the form

and.

Notice that now the potentials V.. and V^ do not depend on time

e appears in H the operator c). which Is usually troublesome.

Cince the solution (^.12) In terms of new variables is static

Ve again assume the Tollowing form of eigenvectors of K,

The Green function [h.T) now reads

and ijf (x) satisfiesn

with
-^+Vir 14 , -2iuE

y'l = ^

Passing as previously to the rest frame p = (M,0), M^0,U we obtain

(4.20)

. (It.21)

l\re 2 2
see thf.TPforfithat the mass - singularities are, up to 0(-fi ) t determined

oby eigenvaluesues u) of the Ilamiltonian (h - lh). In general u are functions
11 n

1



'"• the parameter a and, by (2.12),depend on the charge Q associated with

a ij'jlut^ovi ifQ. The given quantum f ie ld theory w i l l be s tab le in the sense

of Defini t ion h.l If there exis t the values of Q(u) for which a l l u>2 a re
2 ^

p o s i t i v e (ID = 0 -»ould give t he zero-mass-s ingular i tv in S' and we have
an named M f'O).

for an I l l u s t r a t i o n we consider once again the Rosen model (2 .20) .

The p a r t i c l e - l i k e solution (2.22) m tei-.-y.; of roaJ sca la r f i e lds tp and

'fn has tlie form. [h.12).

r_
In t h i s c a s e the Htuni l toniar . ( ^ . 2 0 ) r e a d s

s

Zlut (It.22)

and thi eigenvalue problem (U.19) can be solved anal;, t ! ca l ly (in general

i t IK a very d i f f i c u l t mathematical problem and metnotis of est imation of the

lowest eigsnvajue of Hr wast be ijseiii. tv;ttin«

!

Me obtain the fallowing system of eouatiens :

(U.23)

V. All ANALYSIS 07 K-DIMEUfJOHAL W)\)'

In t h i s s e c t i o i i we s t u d y the- pio:.i:irL ^f oua'rtum s t a b i l i t y i n a g e n e r a l

c a s e o f I.'-eompor.r-nt. crnO ccii :ir f i e l d t i i y i r y »-I'.^ N ^ '•! and w i t h t h e t o t a l

an I ion i n t e g r a l p iver . hy ( l . l j . Let * ":je •• s o l u t i o n of c l a s s i c a l f i e l d

e q u a t i o n s ('-I, 1 ) . S i n c e the r.ro;;;1) of Lr.^c-i\-.?..l n;;imietry i s non-AUel ian t h e

p r o b l e m of d a ^ ' : I ^ a l s1:abin: i '.y in Lhe L : n.! i:LO:7 SiT.r-c i s v e r y c o m p l i c a t e d and

i n g e n e r a l i s s t i l l u n s o l v e d -i] t '.om.;.-: s^ n̂ - -il. •• • i.:, have been made [ 1 7 - J . The

s t a b i l i t y of the c o r r e s p o n d i n g quantum Li?:'[tl Mir-ory in t h e s e n s e of D e f i n i t i o n ' i . l

i s d e t e r m i n e d by t h e s r e c t r a l p r o p e r t i e s of tK- o p e r a t o r H

(5-D

and i t s r:: ner.VH.lnes OJ <letermi;2 t:'" "-ru-i.' - L,J r^ 'u lar i t ies of one-pa r t i c l e
n

propagators:. Fiow-^ver, the analysis; of ' v- eirer.VJ:jUe problem

is modal- and if -dependent; Thus '«e ;•.' :i''1 - - ' " ' ; .: t our ."nalysis of quantum

s t a b i l i t y to tt:e models with hein^r jr. t :k : '.. rm

f "!

i .17* ;

i ? i
(5.3)

where we have put a^ = E, since we look for the singularities of n'(p).

Eliminating £ n W and taking X^*) a s t h e eigenstates of the operator

-A + a r with eigenvalues E n = 2a(n + 3/2), n = 0,1,2,..., we obtain

where 5 2<u a" and n = 0,1,2. .. ,n = S n +j , J = 0,1,. . . , n

(14.21.)

0,1,2,...

If we set 0 we get m = -2a. This represents the Derrick's mode

|u| > (un = / ~ all forfor static (uncharged) solutions. However, for

all n are positive. This interval determinates the region of the quantum .

stability of the Rosen model. Comparing this result with the domain of the

classical stability (2.26) we see that they are the same. This indicates

once again that the concept of Liapunov stability and the concept of one-

particle stability must be connected although it is not completely clear why

it is the case.
-23-

The Hamiltonian (5.1) takes in the preatur. c--s.su the form

2
C O B U l t , - 3 : rii.lt • COEIDt , 0

-aintit coss t , sir.' wt, 0 0

0 , 0 , 0H = {-&

0

-,-ith V1 arid Vj defined by (1..15). In orJer t o obtain time-independent

p o t e n t i a l we carry out in the p a t h - i n t e g r a l (i.Ltj) an orthogonal transformation

W (co.-npare See. IV) defined hy the for:;:ula

-2k-



I ' = w I with

fcosuit, -s inuit , 0

sinmt, cosurt , 0

0 0 , 1

1 j .

' 5 - 5 )

Now

Since f' represents a static solution we set

The Hamiltonian (5.1») transforms into

H1 =

H1, -2iuiE, 0

2iu)E, Hg , 0

0 , 0 , H,

with

and

(5-6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9a)

(5.9b)

(5.9c)

The formula (5-8) implies that the spectral problem for H1reduces to

the spectral problem similar to that for the so-called Pauli Eamiltonian

-25-

1 H - 2iwE

2iuE , Hn

and to the ordinary RchrodinRer spectral problem for H . Using the well-

known methods of determining the ground state energy for these
2

Hamiltonians [28] we can easily give an answer to the problem when all u

for H' are positive.

In order to show an explicit example of a stable quantum field theory

we consider the N-dimensional Rosen model defined by the following Lagrangian

density (compare (2.21) - (2.23) and (.k.SS))

Taking a solution ^ of the field equations (3.1) in the form (5-3), where

u(r) is given by (2.2 3), we get

Hi" £1 T<*-'> 3* (5.11a)

}il=-fii + j?rz-3c< (5.11b)

and

H3=-a + * T +(J'-5A (5.UC)

The "Pauli eigenequation" can be solved explicitly, as in See.IV, giving the

following spectrum

n* (5.12)

2 - 12 -1
with X = 2(D a and n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . jn = 2n r + j ; j = 0 , 1 , , . . ,n ; n r = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .

In addi t ion one obtains a branch of spectrum of H' implied by the Hamiltonian

H, , which i s of the form

n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .

Z2 = 2na + oi2 a = 2n + j , j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n (5-13)

n r = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
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The transformed operator H' takes the form

±2 o2u)| > iuQ = / -g all ID and u> are positive. ConsequentlyWe see that for

this represents the stability domain of the JT-dimensional t̂ uantum Rosen model

with H» 2. The fact that the domain of the quantum stability for N = 2

extends on the case H > 2 is, we suppose, due to the particular form of the

solution (5.3) which represents solution Ct.12) "plunged" into N-compor: „

field. Thus, one vould expect that also the domains of the classical stability

in both cases coincide.

The inspection of the formulae (5.12) and (5.131 shows that the
2 !? ? (2)

mass - singularities Vr{)) = 10 (j) of one-particle propagator T* form in
p n n

the plane (mass M) -(spin j) the families labelled by radial excitation number nr.
2

We see that the location of these families in the M-j plane depends on the value

of the stability parameter u related by (2.12) with the charge of ifn. The

shapes of the
6 O

 T<r
trajectories are strictly (for u1") or approximately

(for w ) linear and are qualitatively similar to those of the experimental

trajectories.

Finally,let us consider a model of ir-meson interai'tion given by <i Lagrsn-

gian density

(5.14)

where now $ -Cf'. , f^, fj).Even in this rather simple case a stationary , particle-like

solution of the form (5.3) can be found by numerical methods only ( Figure 1 ) .

Consequently, in order to find the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H ( 5.4 ) which

in our approximation determines the mass-spectrum of n-mesons, a computer program

must be used. This presents a very difficult mathematical problem for H is non-

diagonal. In order to get rid off the time-dependence in H we carry out first

the orthogonal transformation W (5.5) and look for the eigenvalues of the

operator H1. For convenience of numerical calculations we slightly change the

form of the eigenvectors u ( 5.7 ):

0

In the present case the operators H^H^.Hj (5.9) take in the spherical coordinates

the forms

_ <£ V;(r)
where

(5.15)

( Since H' is block-diagonal, the angular momentum number L' for H, is independent

of L which in turn must be the same for H and H. ). The forms of V and V
1 2 _1 2

for the numerical solution (Figure 1) are given in the Figure 2. ( V, is not drawn

but its shape is the same as that of V - it is only slightly shifted up by

a small (see latter) value of w2 ) For these potentials one may hope to find

a finite,discrete spectrum of non-negative bound-states ID2 . Indeed,fixing the free
parameters as follows

(5.16)

-x = ±

co - 0. 43 GeV

we obtain a non-negative spectrum of pions presented in Figure 3. The dots represent

-28-
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the mass- and spin values predicted by the model (5.14) and the asterisks the cor-

responding experimental data. All particles in Fig.3 have isospin o n e . * can sec

that we have obtained almost straight trajectories of the Tr-meson excited states

with a finite number of points. The comparison with the experimental values is

reasonably good,especially if one takes into account that we have not included

fermions into our analysis.

We have also calculated spectra for other than (5.16) values of free

parameters and we found that obtained spectra are reasonably stable with respect to

variations of these parameter's.

VI. DISCUSSION

We conclude our work with the following remarks:

i) The quantization of the meson field theory around soliton leads to a new

very interesting representation for the Green's function. First, the main formula

(3.15) for generating functional may be used to develop new perturbation theory

in terms of the effective propagator G' and the effective Lagrangian density

or to fi-expansion. Second, trajectories of excited states appear in a natural

manner in quantum field theory and are qualitatively similar to the experimental

ones. Thus, one may hope that in more realistic models excited states trajectories

are in greater accordance with the experimental data.

ii) Two a priori disconected concepts of stability : or. the classical level

the Liapunov stability and the quantum one-particle stability lead in the- static

case and in the case of the Rosen model to the same domains of stability. We suppose

that the classical stability determines the quantum one. However,studying of that

problem in almost all models is very complicated due to mathematical difficulties„

iii) The procedure of the removal of the zero translation modes based on an

exploitation of the identity (3.12) is general and one may use it in more complex,

also feraiionic models [e.g.6j. Notice here that ZTK problem will always occur

when one quantizes field theory around classical soliton solution of nonlinear

field equations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The shape of u(r) for a numerical solution of a model (5.14).

Figure 2. The shapes of the potentials V( and V,, for the solution Fig.1.

Figure 3. The mass-spin spectrum of an isospin one fl-meaon excited states for

the values (5.16) of the free parameters.( The dots represent the

values predicted by the model (5.14) and the asterisks - the corres-

ponding experimental data.)
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